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““No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted.” 

Aesop 

Dear Parents/Guardians 

These short and incisive words always strike me and remind me of the eternal truth in them. I have seen many 
moments and acts of kindness in the days as we have returned to a “different” Clifton in Term 3. Unplanned, 
spontaneous moments: at the screening zones, the many friendly greetings from behind a mask, the wave of a 
hand from a distance, the helping of a child who is a little “lost or upset”. This is Clifton. External things may 
have changed…but its heart beats on. 

I want to thank my PA, Mrs Linsey Wynne, for her weekly inspirational “letters from lockdown” (aka 
#bravehearts@home). In between the myriad of letters from me trying to explain the ever-changing education 
Covid-19 landscape, it was always more than heartening to receive a weekly inspirational letter crammed full 
with creative photos of our bravehearts (teachers, children and parents) 
in action. 

Lockdown also saw our former music teacher, Ms Cathryn Calitz become 
Mrs Bentley. We congratulate her on her marriage to Mr Keegan 
Bentley. It is also under her mentorship that three of our Grade 7 pupils 
not only continued with online music lessons, as did others, but also 
completed their online Trinity exams in June. Harry Latter – Grade 3 
saxophone, Madison Watt-Pringle – Grade 3 piano & Grade 2 Flute and 
Kerrin Wynne - Grade 4 piano. We are proud of their commitment and 
perseverance despite the difficult circumstances and still to come 
through with “flying colors”. 

Remaining on the musical note, I am pleased to say that the 
arrangements of Mr Owen Chimuka (our new head of Music) are well 
under way, as he wraps up his commitments at Ruzawi School in 
Zimbabwe and will be joined by his wife and children. 

On the Expressive Arts front, whilst these subjects were optional during 
Lockdown, to allow the children to focus on their core subjects, this 
department certainly kept their specific subjects alive. Unfortunately, the 'Star of the Week' concept obviously 
had to be placed on hold, however, Mrs Badenhorst would like to commend the following Senior Primary 
children who completed every online Drama task last term. 
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Our 'Stars of Lockdown' are: 
Grade 4: Claire Beckermann and Iva Kahlan Buratovich 
Grade 5: Chloe Pringle, Georgina Davies, Laird Lombard, Oliver Watt-Pringle and Raif Jinnah 
Grade 6: Graydon Leslie, Okwakho Mzileni and Troy Rautenbach 
Grade 7: Alice Eustace and Amy Macaskill 
 
And so… we have returned to a “different’ Clifton. The drop-offs are hopefully becoming more routine-like, with 
“goodbyes” easier. The logistical task of redesigning a day and the timetable, splitting a grade of 2 classes into 4 
“pods” (for example) has been a mammoth task, navigating new and necessary routines, all of which have 
shown courage, strength and skills… from each of our staff, children and parents. I want to pause here and very 
intentionally and sincerely emphasise my GRATITUDE to each and every one of you. There has been “sacrifice” 
on many levels from each of you in different ways, but this has meant that we can return to the Clifton we love. 

There was nothing more heartening than hearing stories from parents and staff about how much their children 
(existing and new children) have loved their first day back. – We have welcomed 5 new pupils at the beginning 
of this term and I am excited by the increasing number of applications that we are receiving, some of whom are 
starting in Term 4 this year already. I am interviewing (either remotely or with strict Covid-protocols) 
prospective parents/children every day. These are exciting times! 

We are aware that the enforcing of the three basic but most important protocols: social distancing, wearing a 
mask (which does NOT mean we do not have to social distance), and washing our hands as per normal is 
paramount. Please be assured that we are reinforcing these protocols every day… it remains the “dripping tap” 
saga. Whether it be after the afternoon outdoor sessions, or during the normal school day, these habits have to 
become second nature for our staff and children. Your children seeing parents adhere to these protocols is 
equally important, and so I respectfully request that you help us by reinforcing them in your respective 
environments/contexts and reminding your child/ren of following the protocols where appropriate. It has to be 
a united effort to ensure the safety of everyone. Yes, common sense must prevail, but it is important that one 
consistent message is being heard by everyone. 

Finally, we welcome the following ladies to our learning support team: 
Mrs Amie Henwood (private remedial therapist) and Mrs Louisa 
Johnson (a qualified teacher, having specialized in inclusive education) 
as a facilitator. I know that these two ladies will add huge value to our 
team and to the lives of our children. 

I end with a little extract from AA. Milnes’ Winnie the Pooh which I 
believe may be true for many:  

In the light of COVID... we have all had (and are still having) our 
frustrations: parents, teachers and children alike. And this week at 
Clifton, I have been acutely aware that talking about our fears, concerns 
and frustrations with friends has a useful place in dealing with the many 
emotions we may be feeling. Our children have missed their friends, but 
friends they certainly have at Clifton. 

I wish you well for the week ahead! 

Kind regards, d.jj 

 
VIKTOR KURZ 
HEADMASTER 
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“The Clifton Magic of Outdoor Class rooms” 

-Mrs Badenhorst in action… 

 

 

 “Oh the joys of Clifton Boarding!” – Gr 7 Boys ride up to the 
Beacon… 
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“Wonderful to see… Fitness, Fun & Comradery again!” 

“Thank you to our Sports Department for the fun and innovative 
programme that they have put together for our children.” 

 


